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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY FOR THE 
AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY 

 
2008-2009-2010-2011 

NOTICE PAPER 
No. 99 

WEDNESDAY, 6 APRIL 2011 

The Assembly meets this day at 10 am 

___________________________________ 

PRIVATE MEMBERS’ BUSINESS 

Notices 

 *1 MS LE COUTEUR: To present a Bill for an Act to amend legislation about animal 
welfare. (Notice given 5 April 2011). 

 *2 MS BRESNAN: To present a Bill for an Act to amend the Food Act 2001, and for 
other purposes. (Notice given 5 April 2011). 

 *3 MS LE COUTEUR: To move—That this Assembly: 

(1) notes: 

(a) that government information is a public good and unless there is a 
compelling public interest otherwise, all information created by the 
ACT Government should be freely accessible; 

(b) that the Commonwealth Government has made a declaration of open 
government; 

(c) that, as a general rule, government information should follow the 
standards in Engage: Getting on with Government 2.0 adopted by the 
Commonwealth Government and be: 

* Notifications to which an asterisk (*) is prefixed appear for the first time 
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(i) free; 

(ii) easily discoverable; 

(iii) based on open standards and therefore machine-readable; 

(iv) properly documented and therefore understandable; and 

(v) licensed to permit free reuse and transformation by others; 

(d) that these aims can be facilitated by information technology known as 
Web 2.0 and this combination is referred to as Government 2.0; 

(e) that governance of the ACT will be improved through community 
collaboration made possible by Government 2.0; and 

(f) that the ACT Government: 

(i) copyrights all publications by default;  

(ii) does not routinely store data in an open format, rather uses 
Microsoft Office and default stores as Microsoft proprietary 
formats; and 

(iii) does not routinely release reports as soon as they are presented to 
it; and 

(2) calls on the ACT Government to: 

(a) make a declaration of open government; 

(b) adopt a presumption of information disclosure rather than 
confidentiality; 

(c) make appropriate datasets freely available, in particular ACTION 
timetable data; 

(d) copyright all publications under creative commons licences; 

(e) save all information in formats which have open standards; 

(f) sponsor a competition for creative use of ACT Government datasets; 

(g) investigate the use of information and communication technology to 
facilitate participatory democracy; and 

(h) report back on these issues by the last sitting day in September 2011. 
(Notice given 5 April 2011. Notice will be removed from the Notice 
Paper unless called on within 8 sitting weeks – standing order 125A). 

 *4 MR HANSON: To move—That this Assembly: 

(1) notes that the document entitled Final Report (December 2010) of the Burnet 
Institute – External component of drug policies and services and their 
subsequent effects on prisoners and staff within the Alexander Maconochie 
Centre (AMC) provides a damning assessment across a broad range of 
functions and services at the AMC, such as: 

(a) a lack of leadership, governance, policy guidance and policy 
coordination; 

(b) drug services that are fragmented and poorly coordinated; 
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(c) drug policies are not developed with front line staff consultation leading 
to ineffective outcomes; 

(d) the human rights compliant approach is in some cases harming rather 
than aiding effective management of the AMC and drug rehabilitation 
programs; 

(e) an inadequate blood borne virus testing regime means any data on 
Hepatitis C or other diseases is unreliable; 

(f) the inadequate Hepatitis C testing regime may actually be encouraging 
prisoners to take risks and share needles; 

(g) many prisoners with Hepatitis C experience poor access to treatment; 

(h) illicit drug testing at the AMC is ineffective; 

(i) strategies to prevent illicit drugs entering the AMC are failing; 

(j) searching for drugs and contraband is inconsistent and results are 
questionable; 

(k) case management of prisoners is inadequate; 

(l) prisoner throughcare is inadequate; 

(m) counselling of prisoners is deficient;  

(n) education, employment and recreational programs and facilities are 
inadequate and compare unfavourably with New South Wales; 

(o) drug rehabilitation programs are limited, are poorly attended and in 
some cases under resourced; 

(p) the mixed category AMC that includes male, female, remand and 
sentenced prisoners leads to some negative outcomes, particularly for 
remandees and females; 

(q) prisoners experience poor access to health care that is not in accord with 
human rights framework of the AMC; 

(r) prisoners with mental illness are not receiving adequate support;  

(s) health staff appear to be pushing methadone on prisoners after they had 
already detoxed from other drugs; and 

(t) there is conflict between ACT Health and ACT Corrective Services on 
a number of issues; 

(2) notes that the independent review of the operations at the AMC dated 
12 March 2011, the Hamburger Report, found that: 

(a) the AMC has suffered a range of operational deficiencies during the 
first 12 months of operation that resulted in less effective service 
outcomes and loss of reputation for ACT Corrective Services; 

(b) a number of shortcomings if not addressed quickly will result in 
ongoing flawed decision making and accountability problems; 

(c) to date the AMC has not delivered to the standard required; 
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(d) the current capacity of 300 beds places constraints on the delivery of 
services to detainees and the management of the safety and security of 
the AMC; 

(e) insufficient counselling services have impacted adversely on detainee 
behaviour; 

(f) there is concern the complexity of disciplinary processes are leading to 
problems; 

(g) until the AMC is operating effectively there will be a raised level of risk 
to the safety of staff and detainees; 

(h) reporting and recording of data is problematic; 

(i) a number of issues have arisen that have contributed to a diminished 
capacity of the AMC to deliver services to detainees to meet the 
standards set for a human rights compliant prison; 

(j) a Needle and Syringe Program is unlikely to succeed given staff views; 

(k) leadership issues including a lack of continuity need to be addressed; 

(l) technology failures need to be addressed; 

(m) performance measurement is less than robust; 

(n) a range of operational shortcomings indicates a level of failure; 

(o) there has been an inefficient staff rostering system; 

(p) there are concerns with the design, staffing and operation of the Crisis 
Support Unit; and 

(q) there is division and poor coordination between health services 
provided between ACT Corrective Services and ACT Health; 

(3) notes that the Knowledge Consulting review into ACT Corrective Services 
governance, including in relation to drug testing at the AMC, dated 1 April 
2011, found: 

(a) that “since commissioning of the AMC there have existed systemic 
problems with the governance in ACT Corrective Services that have 
resulted in management and supervision practices not being effective”; 

(b) that “a range of operational shortcomings identified elsewhere in this 
report indicates a level of failure in relation to proactive monitoring of 
day to day performance in the AMC workplace”; and 

(c) the “ACT Corrective Services does not have quality recording and 
reporting systems in place for key performance data”; 

(4) notes that the damning Burnet Institute, Hamburger and Knowledge 
Consulting reports follow on from a long litany of failures and 
mismanagement in corrections, including: 

(a) in late 2008 and early 2009 there were ongoing human rights breaches 
at the Belconnen Remand Centre (BRC) that were found by the Human 
Rights Commissioner to have been exacerbated by the late opening of 
the AMC; 
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(b) there were numerous security incidents in late 2008 and early 2009 at 
the BRC, including violence that resulted in corrections officers being 
treated in hospital; 

(c) the AMC was eventually delivered over 12 months late; 

(d) the AMC was officially opened on the eve of the ACT Election, five 
months prior to receiving prisoners; 

(e) that the AMC had defects remaining in the security system when 
opened and was not ready to receive prisoners; 

(f) the AMC was delivered under scope, 75 beds less than originally 
promised, and lacking a gym, outer perimeter fence and a chapel; 

(g) the AMC was delivered approximately $20 million over its original 
budget at a cost of $130 million; 

(h) that drugs, needles and razor blades were found in the AMC shortly 
after the first prisoners arrived; 

(i) that the radio frequency identification system is not yet operational and 
a number of identification bracelets were lost; 

(j) that there have been breaches of the Corrections Management (Email / 
Internet for Prisoners) Policy 2009; 

(k) that the AMC is costing ACT taxpayers over $400 per prisoner per day; 

(l) that the Attorney-General, Simon Corbell MLA, refused to accept the 
unanimous and damning findings of the Standing Committee on Justice 
and Community Safety’s report No. 3, Inquiry into the delay in the 
commencement of operations at the Alexander Maconochie Centre and 
made serious allegations in the Assembly against the three committee 
members accusing them of having conducted a “sham inquiry to 
achieve a political end”; 

(m) the wrongful release of a prisoner by ACT Corrective Services who 
stated that in relation to his release, “anyone else could have, murderers, 
bad armed robbers, they all could have got out, it was that easy”; 

(n) allegations of a breach of procedures and falsification of documents 
relating to a death in custody; 

(o) the alleged rape and abuse of a detainee at the AMC, leading an ACT 
Supreme Court Justice to warn the ACT Government that “if the 
community cannot protect someone who is detained then the 
community cannot expect to retain that detention”; 

(p) lockdowns of prisoners for 20 hours a day due to staff shortages and 
rostering failures leading to a lengthy protest by 13 prisoners on the 
roof of a prison building; 

(q) tacit approval and support by corrections officers for the illegal protest, 
a result of their own frustration with staffing shortages; 

(r) delay and disruption to rehabilitation programs due to staff shortages 
and lockdowns; 
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(s) community organisations contracted to run rehabilitation programs at 
the AMC being turned away from the AMC due to short staffing 
shortfalls; 

(t) only 18 months after opening, the AMC was at capacity and required 
retrofitting of bunk beds; 

(u) the Attorney-General repeatedly advised the public and Members of the 
Assembly that the capacity of the AMC was 300 although it was 
subsequently revealed as 245 in November 2010; and 

(v) the Attorney-General and Chief Minister incorrectly advised the public 
and the Assembly in late 2010 that all prisoners were tested for drugs 
on entry to the AMC, however Opposition questioning revealed in early 
2011 that this was not the case; 

(5) notes that the: 

(a) Assembly previously expressed its serious concern with the Attorney-
General’s conduct as a Minister on 10 February 2009 when, as acting as 
Minister for Corrections, he made potentially prejudicial comments to 
the media regarding two prisoners who conducted a roof top protest on 
the BRC; and 

(b) public has lost confidence in the Attorney-General’s ability to manage 
the AMC effectively, reflected by The Canberra Times editorial of 5 
April 2011 describing the AMC as a shambolic disappointment; and 

(6) censures the Attorney-General, Simon Corbell MLA. (Notice given 
5 April 2011. Notice will be removed from the Notice Paper unless called on 
within 8 sitting weeks – standing order 125A). 

 *5 MS HUNTER: To move—That this Assembly: 

(1) notes: 

(a) that according to the August 2010 Department of Education and 
Training School Census, the number of students with special needs in 
public education is 1995, an increase of 134 from 2006 and 503 of these 
students are enrolled in high schools or colleges; 

(b) that there are 364 enrolments at special schools, 184 of these across the 
secondary age units at Black Mountain and The Woden School; 

(c) that currently there are 17 afterschool care places for children over 12 
years of age with a disability in North Canberra, seven of these are 
restricted to those in wheelchairs, and 16 places in South Canberra; 

(d) that currently there are a number of teenage children with a high needs 
disability who are being cared for by mainstream afterschool programs 
for primary school aged children, and others are being transported from 
a northside school to southside afterschool care; 

(e) that afterschool care is essential for working parents; and 

(f) that afterschool care for teens with a disability can be an important 
place for social interaction with peers and provide essential life skills in 
their transition from a school environment; and 
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(2) calls on the Government to: 

(a) discontinue the proposed business case for afterschool care for young 
people aged over 12 with a disability; 

(b) replace the business case with an assessment to determine best practice 
and service delivery models; 

(c) provide afterschool care at each of the four special schools, Woden, 
Black Mountain, Malkara and Cranleigh by the beginning of Term 3, 
2011 and no later than Term 1, 2012; and 

(d) continue to support and fund other community based services, including 
appropriate transport options. (Notice given 5 April 2011. Notice will be 
removed from the Notice Paper unless called on within 8 sitting weeks – 
standing order 125A). 

 *6 MRS DUNNE: To move—That this Assembly: 

(1) notes the claims of current and former staff and teachers, including contract 
staff and trainers, at Bimberi Youth Justice Centre that: 

(a) they are not always made aware of policies and procedures prior to 
commencing work at Bimberi; 

(b) they are not always made aware of amendments to those policies and 
procedures in a timely manner; 

(c) they do not always receive proper training in respect of those policies 
and procedures and the amendments thereto; and 

(d) they nonetheless are expected to know how to deal with situations as 
they arise; 

(2) expresses its concern that the ACT Government is failing those staff and 
teachers, including contract staff and trainers; 

(3) calls on the Minister for Children and Young People to table, by the close of 
the current sitting period: 

(a) all policies and procedures developed by the Department of Disability, 
Housing and Community Services (DHCS) as appropriate to Bimberi 
Youth Justice Centre and currently in force; 

(b) a schedule setting out the timeline covering the period from the drafting 
of those policies and procedures and all and any amendments thereto to 
the versions currently in force; 

(c) a schedule setting out when policies and procedures were made 
available to staff of the DHCS, including contract staff, working at 
Bimberi Youth Justice Centre at all stages mentioned in paragraph 
(3)(b); 

(d) a statement outlining the procedure by which those staff and contract 
staff are notified of policies and procedures and any amendments 
thereto, including the procedure that must be followed by staff and 
contract staff in acknowledging them; 
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(e) a statement of the training that is given to those staff and contract staff 
in respect of the operation of those policies and procedures and any 
amendments thereto; and 

(f) a statement outlining whether the DHCS has promulgated policies and 
procedures and amendments thereto to those staff and contract staff in a 
timely manner and, if not, why not; 

(4) calls on the Minister for Education and Training to table, by the close of the 
current sitting period: 

(a) all policies and procedures developed by the Department of Education 
and Training (DET) as appropriate to Bimberi Youth Justice Centre and 
currently in force; 

(b) a schedule setting out the timeline covering the period from the drafting 
of those policies and procedures and all and any amendments thereto to 
the versions currently in force; 

(c) a schedule setting out when those policies and procedures were made 
available to staff of the DET, including contract trainers, working at 
Bimberi Youth Justice Centre at all stages mentioned in paragraph 
(4)(b); 

(d) a statement outlining the procedure by which those staff and contract 
trainers are notified of policies and procedures and any amendments 
thereto, including the procedure that must be followed by those staff 
and contract trainers in acknowledging them; 

(e) a statement of the training that is given to those staff and contract 
trainers in respect of the operation of those policies and procedures and 
any amendments thereto; and 

(f) a statement outlining whether the DET has promulgated those policies 
and procedures and amendments thereto to all those staff and contract 
trainers in a timely manner and, if not, why not; and 

(5) calls on the Minister for Children and Young People and the Minister for 
Education and Training to table, by the close of the current sitting period: 

(a) the relevant policies and procedures as appropriate to Bimberi Youth 
Justice Centre that were prepared prior to the transfer of detainees from 
Quamby Youth Detention Centre to Bimberi Youth Justice Centre; 

(b) a statement as to when those policies and procedures were promulgated 
to staff, including contract staff, who were to work at Bimberi Youth 
Justice Centre; 

(c) if those policies and procedures were not prepared in advance of the 
move from Quamby to Bimberi, a statement outlining the reasons for 
this failure; and 
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(d) if the relevant policies and procedures were not promulgated to staff 
and contract staff in advance of the move from Quamby to Bimberi, a 
statement outlining the reasons for this failure. (Notice given 
5 April 2011. Notice will be removed from the Notice Paper unless 
called on within 8 sitting weeks – standing order 125A). 

 *7 MR HARGREAVES: To move—That this Assembly: 

(1) notes: 

(a) the National Agreement on Certain Concessions for Pensioners and 
Seniors Card Holders; 

(b) that the ACT Government provides three travel concessions for young 
people, being: 

(i) public transport via ACTION buses; 

(ii) special needs transport; and 

(iii) the Student Transport Program; 

(c) that a significant number of young people from the ACT travel 
interstate and that ACT student concession cards are not universally 
recognised by interstate government and private transport systems; and 

(d) that cross-jurisdictional recognition of student concession cards is a 
national problem affecting all young people that study; and 

(2) supports the Minister for Children and Young People to bring forward an 
agenda item on a National Concession Card for students at a meeting of the 
Community and Disability Services Ministers’ Conference. (Notice given 
5 April 2011. Notice will be removed from the Notice Paper unless called on 
within 8 sitting weeks – standing order 125A). 

 *8 MR COE: To move—That this Assembly: 

(1) notes: 

(a) the important role the Jamison Group Centre plays in the community 
for residents, shoppers and traders; 

(b) the considerable private sector investments made to parts of the Group 
Centre in recent years; 

(c) the poor provision of parking at the Centre; 

(d) the inadequacy of the Government’s consultation regarding proposed 
changes at the Centre; and 

(e) the lack of clarity about who is responsible for consulting with the 
community about proposals for development; 

(2) acknowledges that a public meeting of more than 200 people took place on 
28 March 2011, where the overwhelming sentiment of the meeting was that 
attendees were concerned about parking and traffic and supported 
redevelopment of the old Jamison Inn site, if it was of an appropriate scale 
with adequate parking; and 
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(3) calls on the Government to: 

(a) undertake broad consultation with the community about changes at the 
Group Centre; 

(b) develop and clearly articulate a policy for who is responsible for 
consulting with the community about development proposals and the 
sale of land; 

(c) clarify the status of the 2002 Jamison Masterplan and how the 
Masterplan relates to the Territory Plan; 

(d) state what plans the Government has for the sale of land in the Group 
Centre; and 

(e) report back to the Assembly on the above by 5 May 2011. (Notice given 
5 April 2011. Notice will be removed from the Notice Paper unless 
called on within 8 sitting weeks – standing order 125A). 

 9 MS BRESNAN: To move—That this Assembly: 

(1) notes that around one third of people who are homeless have a severe mental 
illness; 

(2) is concerned that when people who are homeless have suffered a severe 
episode of mental illness and exit acute mental health facilities they are likely 
to still be in a high level of crisis, and yet the ACT Government: 

(a) does not permit them to access Step-Up Step-Down mental health 
facilities which assist clients in the recovery process; and 

(b) can, at times, place them in backpacker accommodation, where there is 
little to no support for the individual in crisis; and 

(3) calls on the ACT Government to: 

(a) ensure all patients who are homeless and exiting acute mental health 
facilities are not exited into homelessness, or to unsupported 
accommodation, such as backpackers, motels or hotels; 

(b) move towards making Step-Up Step-Down facilities available to people 
who are homeless as they exit acute mental health facilities; and  

(c) expand the provision of housing to people who are homeless and have a 
mental illness, including through the Housing and Accommodation 
Support Initiative, run through Housing ACT. (Notice given 
19 October 2010. Notice will be removed from the Notice Paper unless 
called on within 1 sitting week – standing order 125A). 

 10 MR RATTENBURY: To move—That this Assembly: 

(1) recognises: 

(a) the importance of reducing the ACT’s greenhouse emissions as part of 
the global and national effort to tackle climate change; 

(b) that the ACT has set a greenhouse gas emissions reduction target of 40 
per cent below 1990 levels by 2020; 
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(c) that policies designed to reduce greenhouse emissions, and the impact 
of climate change, may disproportionately impact on low income 
households; 

(d) that approximately 19 per cent of ACT households are considered to be 
low income; and 

(e) that the rising costs of energy will disproportionately affect people who 
are socially or financially disadvantaged; 

(2) notes: 

(a) the 2008 report Social Impacts of Climate Change in the ACT issued by 
the ACT Government: 

(b) the public housing energy efficiency program; and 

(c) the successful operation of the Water and Energy Savings in the 
Territory (WEST) program; and 

(3) calls on the ACT Government to: 

(a) develop a triple bottom line assessment tool that is applied to energy 
policies and programs, and includes amelioration measures to address 
equity in these proposals; 

(b) ensure that the community sector is adequately resourced to advocate 
on behalf of low income households on emerging energy policy issues 
such as deregulated pricing, time of use tariffs and National Energy 
Market consultations; 

(c) review the eligibility criteria for the Energy Concessions Program every 
five years in view of the changing impacts of rising electricity and gas 
prices on energy poverty; 

(d) increase the energy concession to a level commensurate with energy 
price increases since 2005 and establish a mechanism by which 
percentage increases in energy prices are automatically applied to the 
energy concession each year; 

(e) consider extending the methodology of the WEST program to other 
people who are socially or financially disadvantaged;  

(f) ensure that those people who are socially or financially disadvantaged 
are specifically targeted in all energy efficiency policies and programs 
implemented by the ACT Government; and 

(g) report back to the Legislative Assembly on progress on the above by 
April 2011. (Notice given 16 November 2010. Notice will be removed 
from the Notice Paper unless called on within 3 sitting weeks – 
standing order 125A). 

 11 MRS DUNNE: To move—That this Assembly: 

(1) notes: 

(a) the progress being made towards completion of the major water security 
projects; 
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(b) the potential impact on the availability of water for use in the ACT 
under the proposed Murray-Darling Basin Plan; 

(c) the advances being made in the technology being offered commercially 
for the management, treatment and reuse of grey water in both 
commercial and domestic applications; and 

(d) the ACT Government’s continuing development of urban waterways; 

(2) calls on the Executive to commission the Independent Competition and 
Regulatory Commission (ICRC) to undertake an inquiry into and assessment 
of secondary water uses in the ACT, including, but not limited to: 

(a) opportunities for a commercial market in grey water in both commercial 
and domestic applications and in new construction and retro-fits; and 

(b) the Government’s urban waterways and stormwater harvesting 
programs and their associated built wetlands; 

(3) without limiting the scope of the inquiry, calls on the inquiry to include 
consideration of the following matters: 

(a) the net economic benefit of paragraphs (2)(a) and (b), with and without: 

(i) the impact of the major water security projects; and 

(ii) the potential impact of the proposed Murray-Darling Basin Plan;  

drawing conclusions in relation thereto; 

(b) the economic, environmental and social impact of paragraphs (2)(a) and 
(b) on the community generally; and 

(c) the options and alternatives available for the Government to consider in 
terms of water conservation initiatives that have the potential to deliver 
better and more viable economic, environmental and social outcomes; 
and 

(4) calls on the Executive to table the ICRC’s final report on its inquiry by the 
last sitting day in 2011. (Notice given 8 March 2011. Notice will be removed 
from the Notice Paper unless called on within 6 sitting weeks – standing 
order 125A). 

 12 MR HARGREAVES: To move—That this Assembly: 

(1) notes: 

(a) that 12 March 2011 marks 98 years since the official naming of 
Canberra by Lady Denman in 1913; 

(b) that the 2011 Canberra Festival, which celebrates our great community 
spirit and vibrancy, is the biggest yet, with more than 50 events taking 
part in the festival line-up, including: 

(i) the ever popular Celebrate in the Park, Balloon Spectacular, 
Lights! Canberra! Action!, Symphony in the Park and 104.7 
Skyfire 2011; and 

(ii) new events this year such as Enlighten Canberra and the You Are 
Here URBANcITY program; 
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(c) the increasing community support for the festival through the increase 
in the number of community run events wishing to be part of the 
festival; and 

(d) the increasing Canberra Festival in the lead up to the Centenary of 
Canberra in 2013; and 

(2) supports the Government’s ongoing commitment and determination to deliver 
a great program for the Centenary of Canberra in 2013. (Notice given 
8 March 2011. Notice will be removed from the Notice Paper unless called on 
within 6 sitting weeks – standing order 125A). 

 13 MR HARGREAVES: To move—That this Assembly notes: 

(1) the success of Canberra BusinessPoint since its inception in 2007; 

(2) the relaunch of Canberra BusinessPoint in 2011; 

(3) the ACT Government’s partnership with the Canberra Business Council and 
the Lighthouse Business Innovation Centre to deliver Canberra 
BusinessPoint; and 

(4) the suite of services available through Canberra BusinessPoint. (Notice given 
8 March 2011. Notice will be removed from the Notice Paper unless called on 
within 6 sitting weeks – standing order 125A). 

 14 MR HARGREAVES: To move—That this Assembly: 

(1) notes: 

(a) the recent relocation of a number of aged care and rehabilitation 
services to the newly renovated Village Creek Centre at Kambah which 
has created a centralised base for similar community based aged care 
and rehabilitation services; 

(b) that the aim of moving these services to the Village Creek Centre was 
to provide a client centred, flexible response to clients and carers needs 
through prompt referral and integrated management of care; 

(c) that the focus for the new service outlay at Village Creek will be for 
improved safety and access for both staff and clients, and that this will 
be achieved through appropriate space allocation for both staff and 
equipment; 

(d) that services currently operating from Village Creek include: 

(i) ACT Equipment Loans Service; 

(ii) ACT Equipment Scheme; 

(iii) ACT Continence Scheme; 

(iv) Domiciliary Oxygen and Respiratory Support Scheme; 

(v) prosthetics and orthotics; 

(vi) Clinically Technology workshop; 

(vii) Specialised Wheelchair and Posture Seating Service; 

(viii) Driver Assessment and Rehabilitation Service; 
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(ix) Vocational Assessment and Rehabilitation Service; and 

(x) Transitional Therapy and Care Service; and 

(e) the importance of a coordinated and well planned decanting process as 
we progress through the rebuild of hospital and health services in the 
ACT; and 

(2) calls on the ACT Government to: 

(a) monitor the transition process and respond to the community as issues 
arise; and 

(b) communicate with the Canberra community about future decisions 
regarding decanting opportunities and future operations of the ACT 
Health Village Creek Centre. (Notice given 10 March 2011. Notice will 
be removed from the Notice Paper unless called on within 7 sitting 
weeks – standing order 125A). 

Orders of the day 

 1 LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY (MEMBERS' STAFF) AMENDMENT BILL 
2008 (NO. 2): (Mr Smyth): Agreement in principle—Resumption of debate (from 
10 December 2008—Mr Stanhope).  

 2 DUTIES (FIRST HOME OWNER EXEMPTION) AMENDMENT BILL 
2008: (Mr Seselja): Agreement in principle—Resumption of debate (from 
10 December 2008—Ms Gallagher).  

 3 GAMING MACHINE (SUSPENSION OF TRANSFERS) AMENDMENT 
BILL 2009: (Mr Smyth): Agreement in principle—Resumption of debate (from 
26 August 2009—Ms Gallagher).  

 4 EMERGENCIES (ESA) AMENDMENT BILL 2009: (Mr Smyth): Agreement in 
principle—Resumption of debate (from 26 August 2009—Mr Corbell).  

 5 EMERGENCIES (BUSHFIRE REPORTING) AMENDMENT BILL 2009: 
(Mr Smyth): Agreement in principle—Resumption of debate (from 
16 September 2009—Mr Corbell).  

 6 EDUCATION (SUSPENSIONS) AMENDMENT BILL 2010: (Mr Doszpot): 
Agreement in principle—Resumption of debate (from 10 February 2010—
Mr Barr).  

 7 EMERGENCIES (BUSHFIRE WARNINGS) AMENDMENT BILL 2010: 
(Mr Smyth): Agreement in principle—Resumption of debate (from 24 March 
2010—Mr Corbell).  

 8 INFRASTRUCTURE CANBERRA BILL 2010: (Mr Seselja): Agreement in 
principle—Resumption of debate (from 24 March 2010—Mr Stanhope).  

http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_33725/default.asp
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_33725/default.asp
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_33720/default.asp
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_33720/default.asp
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_35474/current/pdf/db_35474.pdf
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_35474/current/pdf/db_35474.pdf
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_35475/current/pdf/db_35475.pdf
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_35587/current/pdf/db_35587.pdf
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_36607/current/pdf/db_36607.pdf
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_37433/current/pdf/db_37433.pdf
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_37436/current/pdf/db_37436.pdf
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 9 RADIATION PROTECTION (TANNING UNITS) AMENDMENT BILL 
2010: (Ms Bresnan): Agreement in principle—Resumption of debate (from 
5 May 2010—Mrs Dunne).  

 10 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT (APPOINTMENTS) AMENDMENT BILL 
2010: (Mr Seselja): Agreement in principle—Resumption of debate (from 
25 August 2010—Ms Gallagher).  

 11 DRAFT VARIATIONS NOS. 301 AND 303 TO THE TERRITORY PLAN—
SOLAR ACCESS PROVISIONS: Resumption of debate (from 
20 October 2010—Ms Gallagher) on the motion of Ms Le Couteur—That this 
Assembly: 

(1) notes that: 

(a) good passive solar design is important for reducing energy use for 
heating and cooling, decreasing ongoing energy costs, and increasing 
the comfort of dwellings; 

(b) draft variations to the Territory Plan numbers 301 and 303 both contain 
measures for improving solar access and solar passive design for new 
residential developments and dwellings; 

(c) the majority of community submissions received by ACT Planning and 
Land Authority (ACTPLA) support the new solar access measures in 
draft variations to the Territory Plan numbers 301 and 303; 

(d) draft variations to the Territory Plan numbers 301 and 303 cover a wide 
variety of other more contentious measures and initiatives; and 

(e) the majority of community submissions received by ACTPLA 
expressed concern about the size of the draft variations, the lack of 
explanatory materials or comparative information with current planning 
rules and short timeframe for consideration; and 

(2) calls on the ACT Government to: 

(a) divide the current draft variations to the Territory Plan numbers 301 and 
303 into two parts being the solar access provisions and the other 
non-solar related provisions; 

(b) refer the solar access provisions to the Standing Committee on 
Planning, Public Works and Territory and Municipal Services 
immediately;  

(c) following consideration by the ACTPLA Reference Panel, undertake 
further community consultation on the remaining parts of draft 
variations to the Territory Plan numbers 301 and 303; and 

(d) provide improved explanatory materials, such as comparative tables 
with current planning rules as part of that community consultation. 
(Order of the day will be removed from the Notice Paper unless called 
on within 1 sitting week – standing order 152A.) 

 12 DISCRIMINATION AMENDMENT BILL 2010: (Mr Seselja): Agreement in 
principle—Resumption of debate (from 27 October 2010—Mr Corbell).  

http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_37288/current/pdf/db_37288.pdf
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_37288/current/pdf/db_37288.pdf
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_39267/current/pdf/db_39267.pdf
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_39267/current/pdf/db_39267.pdf
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_39912/default.asp
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 13 CORRECTIONS MANAGEMENT (MANDATORY URINE TESTING) 
AMENDMENT BILL 2010: (Mr Hanson): Agreement in principle—Resumption 
of debate (from 27 October 2010—Mr Corbell).  

 14 WESTON GROUP CENTRE—PROPOSED MASTER PLAN: Resumption of 
debate (from 17 November 2010—Ms Burch) on the motion of Mr Hanson—That 
this Assembly: 

(1) notes: 

(a) the current pressure on the infrastructure at the Weston Group Centre 
(Cooleman Court Precinct), specifically the demand on general car 
parking, parking for people with disabilities, public transport and 
community infrastructure; 

(b) the release of land for residential development in the adjacent Molonglo 
Valley; 

(c) the additional 10 000 residents that these land releases will bring to the 
area by 2019; and 

(d) the need for appropriate planning for this area to take account of the 
increased population and the increased demand that this will place on: 

(i) existing infrastructure; 

(ii) community and recreational facilities; 

(iii) local businesses; 

(iv) public transport; and 

(v) parking; and 

(2) calls on the ACT Government to: 

(a) commission a master plan of the Weston Group Centre and surrounding 
environment, including the area bordered by Namatjira Drive, 
Hindmarsh Drive and Streeton Drive, and incorporating Dillon Close; 

(b) take into account relevant economic, environment and social objectives; 

(c) consult with local businesses, residents, community and sporting 
organisations and other people with appropriate expertise in preparing 
this master plan; 

(d) take into account in preparing this master plan the: 

(i) potential for the redevelopment of existing businesses; 

(ii) opportunities for new infrastructure developments, including the 
parking, recreation and community facilities; and 

(iii) existing road structure; and 

(e) report to the Legislative Assembly with a completed Weston Group 
Centre master plan by the first sitting week in November 2011. (Order 
of the day will be removed from the Notice Paper unless called on 
within 3 sitting weeks – standing order 152A.) 

http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_39910/default.asp
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_39910/default.asp
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 15 AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY (SELF-GOVERNMENT) ACT 1988—
PROPOSED REVIEW: Resumption of debate (from 8 December 2010—
Ms Bresnan) on the motion of Ms Porter—That this Assembly supports: 

(1) the notion that the people and the parliament of the ACT should have the 
same rights as Australians living in the States to legislate on their own behalf 
upon matters within their legislative jurisdiction; and 

(2) a comprehensive review of the Australian Capital Territory (Self-
Government) Act 1988, with a view to: 

(a) allowing the ACT Legislative Assembly to determine its own size; 

(b) removing provisions that allow the Commonwealth to overturn any 
ACT law through the exercise of Executive fiat; and 

(c) making other such amendments necessary to deliver genuine self-
government to the people of the ACT, consistent with the democratic 
rights enjoyed by Australians living in the States. 

And on the amendment moved by Mrs Dunne—Omit all words after “That this 
Assembly”, substitute: 

“(1) supports the rights of people of the ACT to legislate on their own behalf upon 
matters within their legislative jurisdiction under the Constitution of 
Australia; 

(2) supports the formation of a broad public consultation forum to discuss and 
debate changes requested to the Australian Capital Territory (Self-
Government) Act 1988 as raised by the Assembly, the community and other 
stakeholders and develop a formalised agreed position to present to the 
Federal Parliament; and 

(3) calls on the Government to investigate the timing and provision of a public 
forum on these reforms and report to the Assembly with options.”. 

And on the amendment moved by Mr Stanhope to Mrs Dunne’s amendment—Omit 
all words after “That this Assembly”, substitute: 

“(1) supports the notion that the people and the Parliament of the ACT should 
have the same rights as Australians living in the States to legislate on their 
own behalf upon matters within their legislative jurisdiction; 

(2) supports a comprehensive review of the Australian Capital Territory 
(Self-Government) Act 1988, with a view to: 

(a) allowing the ACT Legislative Assembly to determine its own size; 

(b) removing provisions that allow the Commonwealth to overturn any 
ACT law through the exercise of Executive fiat; 

(c) making other such amendments necessary to deliver genuine 
self-government to the people of the ACT, consistent with the 
democratic rights enjoyed by Australians living in the States; and 
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(d) the formation of a broad public consultation forum to discuss and 
debate changes requested to the Australian Capital Territory (Self-
Government) Act 1988 as raised by the Assembly, the community and 
other stakeholders and develop a formalised agreed position to present 
to the Federal Parliament; and 

(3) calls on the Government to investigate the timing and provision of a public 
forum on these reforms and report to the Assembly with options.”. (Order of 
the day will be removed from the Notice Paper unless called on within 
3 sitting weeks – standing order 152A.) 

 16 AUDITOR-GENERAL AMENDMENT BILL 2009: (Mr Smyth): Agreement in 
principle—Resumption of debate (from 9 March 2011—Mr Stanhope).  

___________________________________ 

EXECUTIVE BUSINESS 

Orders of the day 

 1 COURTS LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2010: (Attorney-General): 
Agreement in principle—Resumption of debate (from 9 December 2010—
Mrs Dunne). 

Notice 

 1 MS BURCH: To move—That this Assembly: 

(1) supports the aims of Carers Week, commencing 17 and concluding 
23 October 2010, which strives to: 

(a) celebrate the vital role of carers who provide unpaid care and support to 
family members or friends in our community; and 

(b) encourage discussion and action to address the issues faced by carers, 
including action by individuals, communities, organisations and 
governments; 

(2) notes: 

(a) that carers in the ACT are supported through a range of legislative and 
non-legislative measures, including recognition under the 
Discrimination Act 1991, the Guardianship and Management of 
Property Act 1991, the Human Rights Commission Act 2005 and the 
Caring for Carers Policy; and 

(b) that the development of an ACT Carers Charter will further recognise 
the role of carers and provide a policy framework to guide the way 
ACT Government and government funded services that support carers 
are accessed and delivered; and 

http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_34791/current/pdf/db_34791.pdf
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_40367/default.asp
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(3) calls on the Government to support ACT Labor's work at the Territory and 
national level to increase recognition and support for carers. (Notice given 
19 October 2010. Notice will be removed from the Notice Paper unless called 
on within 1 sitting week – standing order 125A.) 

Orders of the day—continued 

 2 CRIMES (BILL POSTING) AMENDMENT BILL 2008: (Minister for Territory 
and Municipal Services): Agreement in principle—Resumption of debate (from 
10 February 2009). 

 3 CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2011: 
(Attorney-General): Agreement in principle—Resumption of debate (from 
17 February 2011—Mrs Dunne). 

 4 WORKING WITH VULNERABLE PEOPLE (BACKGROUND 
CHECKING) BILL 2010: (Minister for Disability, Housing and Community 
Services): Detail stage—Clause 1—Resumption of debate (from 29 March 2011—
Ms Bresnan). 

 5 ROAD TRANSPORT LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2011: (Minister 
for Transport): Agreement in principle—Resumption of debate (from 
31 March 2011—Mr Smyth). 

 6 ROAD TRANSPORT (ALCOHOL AND DRUGS) LEGISLATION 
AMENDMENT BILL 2011: (Minister for Transport): Agreement in principle—
Resumption of debate (from 31 March 2011—Mr Hanson). 

 7 ELECTORAL (CASUAL VACANCIES) AMENDMENT BILL 2011: 
(Attorney-General): Agreement in principle—Resumption of debate (from 
31 March 2011—Mrs Dunne). 

 8 ELECTORAL LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2011: (Attorney-
General): Agreement in principle—Resumption of debate (from 31 March 2011—
Mrs Dunne). 

 9 JUSTICE AND COMMUNITY SAFETY LEGISLATION AMENDMENT 
BILL 2011: (Attorney-General): Agreement in principle—Resumption of debate 
(from 31 March 2011—Mr Rattenbury). 

 10 PLANNING AND BUILDING LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2011: 
(Minister for Planning): Agreement in principle—Resumption of debate (from 
31 March 2011—Mr Seselja). 

 11 ACT LIGHT RAIL—PROPOSAL TO INFRASTRUCTURE AUSTRALIA—
PAPER—MOTION TO TAKE NOTE OF PAPER: Resumption of debate (from 
16 June 2009—Ms Bresnan) on the motion of Mr Stanhope—That the Assembly 
takes note of the paper. 

http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_33748/default.asp
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_40830/current/pdf/db_40830.pdf
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_39278/current/pdf/db_39278.pdf
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_39278/current/pdf/db_39278.pdf
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_41233/current/pdf/db_41233.pdf
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_41232/current/pdf/db_41232.pdf
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_41232/current/pdf/db_41232.pdf
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_41234/current/pdf/db_41234.pdf
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_41235/current/pdf/db_41235.pdf
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_41236/current/pdf/db_41236.pdf
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_41236/current/pdf/db_41236.pdf
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_41238/current/pdf/db_41238.pdf
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 12 COMMISSIONER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT ACT—STATE OF THE 
ENVIRONMENT REPORT 2007-08—GOVERNMENT RESPONSE—
PAPER—MOTION TO TAKE NOTE OF PAPER: Resumption of debate (from 
16 June 2009—Mr Rattenbury) on the motion of Mr Corbell—That the Assembly 
takes note of the paper. 

 13 WORLD REFUGEE DAY 2009—MINISTERIAL STATEMENT—MOTION 
TO TAKE NOTE OF PAPER: Resumption of debate (from 16 June 2009—
Mr Seselja) on the motion of Mr Hargreaves—That the Assembly takes note of the 
paper. 

 14 ANNUAL REPORTS (GOVERNMENT AGENCIES) ACT—
CHIEF MINISTER'S 2007-2010 ANNUAL REPORT DIRECTIONS—
PAPER—MOTION TO TAKE NOTE OF PAPER: Resumption of debate (from 
23 June 2009—Ms Hunter) on the motion of Mr Stanhope—That the Assembly 
takes note of the paper. 

 15 THE CANBERRA PLAN—TOWARDS OUR SECOND CENTURY—
REPORT ON IMPLEMENTATION—PAPER—MOTION TO TAKE NOTE 
OF PAPER: Resumption of debate (from 23 June 2009—Ms Hunter) on the 
motion of Mr Stanhope—That the Assembly takes note of the paper. 

 16 POSITIVE AGEING—DRAFT STRATEGIC PLAN—MINISTERIAL 
STATEMENT—MOTION TO TAKE NOTE OF PAPER: Resumption of 
debate (from 25 June 2009—Mrs Dunne) on the motion of Mr Hargreaves—That 
the Assembly takes note of the paper. 

 17 2003 CANBERRA BUSHFIRES—MCLEOD REPORT AND DOOGAN 
CORONIAL INQUIRY—GOVERNMENT AGREED 
RECOMMENDATIONS—IMPLEMENTATION REPORT—PAPER—
MOTION TO TAKE NOTE OF PAPER: Resumption of debate (from 
18 August 2009—Mr Smyth) on the motion of Mr Corbell—That the Assembly 
takes note of the paper. 

 18 ENLARGEMENT OF THE COTTER RESERVOIR AND ASSOCIATED 
WORKS—ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT ASSESSMENT 
REPORT AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT—PAPERS—
MOTION TO TAKE NOTE OF PAPERS: Resumption of debate (from 
18 August 2009—Mr Rattenbury) on the motion of Mr Barr—That the Assembly 
takes note of the papers. 

 19 CAPITAL WORKS 2008-2009 PROGRAM OUTCOME—MINISTERIAL 
STATEMENT—MOTION TO TAKE NOTE OF PAPER: Resumption of 
debate (from 27 August 2009—Mr Smyth) on the motion of Ms Gallagher—That the 
Assembly takes note of the paper. 

 20 GENERAL PRACTICE AND SUSTAINABLE PRIMARY HEALTH CARE: 
THE WAY FORWARD—FINAL REPORT—GOVERNMENT 
RESPONSE—MOTION TO TAKE NOTE OF PAPER: Resumption of debate 
(from 8 December 2009—Mr Hanson) on the motion of Ms Gallagher—That the 
Assembly takes note of the paper. 
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 21 ACT YOUNG PEOPLE'S PLAN 2009-2014—PAPERS—MOTION TO 
TAKE NOTE OF PAPERS: Resumption of debate (from 8 December 2009—
Mr Smyth) on the motion of Ms Burch—That the Assembly takes note of the 
papers. 

 22 2010 NATIONAL MULTICULTURAL FESTIVAL—PAPER—MOTION TO 
TAKE NOTE OF PAPER: Resumption of debate (from 9 February 2010—
Mrs Dunne) on the motion of Mr Barr—That the Assembly takes note of the paper. 

 23 2009-2010 BUDGET—BUDGET REVIEW—PAPER—MOTION TO TAKE 
NOTE OF PAPER: Resumption of debate (from 11 February 2010—Mr Smyth) 
on the motion of Ms Gallagher—That the Assembly takes note of the paper. 

 24 BETTER CAREERS FOR TEACHERS, BETTER OUTCOMES FOR 
STUDENTS—MINISTERIAL STATEMENT—MOTION TO TAKE NOTE 
OF PAPER: Resumption of debate (from 26 October 2010—Mr Doszpot) on the 
motion of Mr Barr—That the Assembly takes note of the paper. 

 25 GAMING MACHINE ACT—COMMUNITY CONTRIBUTIONS MADE BY 
GAMING MACHINE LICENSEES—ACT GAMBLING AND RACING 
COMMISSION—PAPER—MOTION TO TAKE NOTE OF PAPER: 
Resumption of debate (from 7 December 2010—Mr Smyth) on the motion of 
Mr Barr—That the Assembly takes note of the paper. 

 26 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ACT—CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL 
REPORT—DECEMBER 2010 QUARTER—PAPER—MOTION TO TAKE 
NOTE OF PAPER: Resumption of debate (from 15 February 2011—Mr Smyth) 
on the motion of Ms Gallagher—That the Assembly takes note of the paper. 

 27 BIMBERI YOUTH JUSTICE CENTRE—REVIEW INTO 5 FEBURARY 
INCIDENT—STATEMENT BY MINISTER—PAPER—MOTION TO TAKE 
NOTE OF PAPER: Resumption of debate (from 29 March 2011—Mr Smyth) on 
the motion of Ms Burch—That the Assembly takes note of the paper. 

 28 COMMISSIONER FOR SUSTAINABILITY AND THE ENVIRONMENT—
REPORT ON ACT LOWLAND NATIVE GRASSLAND 
INVESTIGATION—GOVERNMENT RESPONSE—MOTION TO TAKE 
NOTE OF PAPER: Resumption of debate (from 31 March 2011—Mr Hargreaves) 
on the motion of Mr Corbell—That the Assembly takes note of the paper. 

 29 AUDITOR-GENERAL ACT—AUDITOR-GENERAL'S REPORT NO. 4 OF 
2009—DELIVERY OF AMBULANCE SERVICES TO THE ACT 
COMMUNITY—PROGRESS REPORT ON AUDIT 
RECOMMENDATIONS—PAPER—MOTION TO TAKE NOTE OF 
PAPER: Resumption of debate (from 31 March 2011—Mr Seselja) on the motion 
of Ms Gallagher—That the Assembly takes note of the paper. 
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 *30 ACT CORRECTIVE SERVICES AND ALEXANDER MACONOCHIE 
CENTRE—REVIEWS—PAPERS—MOTION TO TAKE NOTE OF 
PAPERS: Resumption of debate (from 5 April 2011—Mr Coe) on the motion of 
Mr Corbell—That the Assembly takes note of the papers. 

___________________________________ 

ASSEMBLY BUSINESS 

Notices 

 1 MR CORBELL: To move—That the ACT Electoral Commission’s report entitled 
Report on the ACT Legislative Assembly Election 2008, the Electoral Legislation 
Amendment Bill 2011 and the Electoral (Casual Vacancies) Amendment Bill 2011 
be referred to the Standing Committee on Justice and Community Safety for inquiry 
and report to the Assembly by 22 September 2011. 

  In conducting this review the Committee should have regard to a range of issues 
including but not limited to: 

(1) the ACT Electoral Commission’s Report on the ACT Legislative Assembly 
Election 2008; 

(2) the amendments proposed to be made by the Electoral Legislation 
Amendment Bill 2011; 

(3) the amendments proposed to be made by the Electoral (Casual Vacancies) 
Amendment Bill 2011; 

(4) the application of the Proportional Representation (Hare-Clark) 
Entrenchment Act 1994 to the Electoral (Casual Vacancies) Amendment Bill 
2011; and 

(5) any other relevant matter. (Notice given 31 March 2011. Notice will be 
removed from the Notice Paper unless called on within 8 sitting weeks – 
standing order 125A). 

 *2 MS BRESNAN: To move—That: 

(1) pursuant to standing order 214, the exposure draft of the Election 
Commitments Costing Bill 2011, presented on 10 March 2011, be referred to 
the Standing Committee on Justice and Community Safety for inquiry and 
report; 

(2) the Attorney-General be appointed as a member of the Committee for the 
purposes of the inquiry; and 

(3) appropriate resources from the Government and Parliamentary Counsel be 
provided to assist the Committee in the inquiry. (Notice given 5 April 2011. 
Notice will be removed from the Notice Paper unless called on within 
8 sitting weeks – standing order 125A). 
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Orders of the day 

 1 PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT—STANDING COMMITTEE (SIXTH 
ASSEMBLY)—REPORT 34—INQUIRY INTO THE NAMADGI 
NATIONAL PARK DRAFT PLAN OF MANAGEMENT—GOVERNMENT 
RESPONSE—PAPER—MOTION TO TAKE NOTE OF PAPER: Resumption 
of debate (from 31 March 2011—Mr Hargreaves) on the motion of Mr Stanhope—
That the Assembly takes note of the paper. (Order of the day will be removed from 
the Notice Paper unless called on within 8 sitting weeks – standing order 152A.)  

 2 EDUCATION, TRAINING AND YOUTH AFFAIRS—STANDING 
COMMITTEE—REPORT 5—NEEDS OF ACT STUDENTS WITH A 
DISABILITY—GOVERNMENT RESPONSE—PAPER—MOTION TO 
TAKE NOTE OF PAPER: Resumption of debate (from 31 March 2011—
Mr Hargreaves) on the motion of Mr Barr—That the Assembly takes note of the 
paper. (Order of the day will be removed from the Notice Paper unless called on 
within 8 sitting weeks – standing order 152A.) 

 *3 PLANNING, PUBLIC WORKS AND TERRITORY AND MUNICIPAL 
SERVICES—STANDING COMMITTEE—PROPOSED REFERENCE—
REPORT ON THE INVESTIGATION INTO THE GOVERNMENT’S TREE 
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES AND THE RENEWAL OF CANBERRA’S 
URBAN FOREST: Resumption of debate (from 5 April 2011—Mrs Dunne) on the 
motion of Mr Stanhope—That the Report on the Investigation into the 
Government’s tree management practices and the renewal of Canberra’s urban 
forest be referred to the Standing Committee on Planning, Public Works and 
Territory and Municipal Services for inquiry and report to the Assembly by 5 
October 2011.  

 *4 HEALTH, COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL SERVICES—STANDING 
COMMITTEE—REPORT 4—LOVE HAS ITS LIMITS—RESPITE CARE 
SERVICES IN THE ACT—GOVERNMENT RESPONSE—PAPER—
MOTION TO TAKE NOTE OF PAPER: Resumption of debate (from 
5 April 2011—Mr Doszpot) on the motion of Ms Burch—That the Assembly takes 
note of the paper. (Order of the day will be removed from the Notice Paper unless 
called on within 8 sitting weeks – standing order 152A.)  

 5 STANDING ORDER 156—EXCLUSION OF MINISTERS FROM DEBATE: 
Resumption of debate (from 25 March 2010—Ms Le Couteur) on the motion of 
Mrs Dunne—That Ms Gallagher (Treasurer) and Mr Barr (Minister for Gaming and 
Racing be excluded from this debate, in accordance with standing order 156, on the 
basis that they have staff who are members of the executive committee of the ALP 
in the ACT, which is subject to the inquiry and the motion being dealt with today.  
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 6 PLANNING, PUBLIC WORKS AND TERRITORY AND MUNICIPAL 
SERVICES—STANDING COMMITTEE—REPORT 9—INQUIRY INTO 
RZ3 AND RZ4 RESIDENTIAL REDEVELOPMENT POLICIES—INNER 
NORTH CANBERRA—MOTION THAT REPORT BE NOTED: Resumption 
of debate (from 17 February 2011—Mr Barr) on the motion of Ms Le Couteur—
That the report be noted. (Order of the day will be removed from the Notice Paper 
unless called on within 6 sitting weeks – standing order 152A.)  

 7 HEALTH, COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL SERVICES—STANDING 
COMMITTEE—REPORT 5—CALVARY PUBLIC HOSPITAL OPTIONS—
MOTION THAT REPORT BE NOTED: Resumption of debate (from 
31 March 2011—Mr Smyth) on the motion of Mr Doszpot—That the report be 
noted. (Order of the day will be removed from the Notice Paper unless called on 
within 8 sitting weeks – standing order 152A.) 

___________________________________ 

21 June 2011 

 8 ESTIMATES 2011-2012—SELECT COMMITTEE: Presentation of report on 
the expenditure proposals contained in the Appropriation Bill 2011-2012 and any 
revenue estimates proposed by the Government in the 2011-2012 Budget, pursuant 
to order of the Assembly of 10 March 2011.  

End of 2011 

 9 JUSTICE AND COMMUNITY SAFETY—STANDING COMMITTEE: 
Presentation of report on review into the operation of the Prostitution Act 1992, 
pursuant to order of the Assembly of 28 October 2010. 

First sitting week in March 2012 

 10 PUBLIC ACCOUNTS—STANDING COMMITTEE: Presentation of report on 
the inquiry into the Road Transport (Third-Party Insurance) Amendment Bill 2011, 
pursuant to order of the Assembly of 31 March 2011.  

______________________________ 

Referred to Standing Committee on Public Accounts on 

31 March 2011 

  ROAD TRANSPORT (THIRD-PARTY INSURANCE) AMENDMENT BILL 
2011: (Treasurer; presented by Manager of Government Business): Agreement in 
principle—Resumption of debate (from 17 February 2011—Mr Smyth).  

______________________________ 

http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_40825/current/pdf/db_40825.pdf
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_40825/current/pdf/db_40825.pdf
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE 

On the first sitting day of a period of sittings a complete Notice Paper is published containing 
all unanswered questions. On subsequent days, only new and redirected or revised questions 
are included on the Notice Paper. 

Unanswered questions 

1395, 1398, 1428, 1582, 1583, 1585, 1587, 1589, 1591, 1593, 1602-1609. 

New questions 

(30 days expires 6 May 2011) 

*1610 MR SMYTH: To ask the Treasurer— 

 (1) What has been the compulsory third party premium and the registration fee 
for taxis operating in the ACT for each of the past five years. 

 (2) How have these premiums and fees compared with those which have applied 
in New South Wales. 

 (3) What has been the number of crashes involving taxis for each of the past five 
years and how many of these crashes resulted in injuries to any person. 

 (4) How many claims for compensation have been made as a result of crashes 
involving taxis for each of the past five years. 

 (5) How many of those claims referred to in part (4) are still outstanding. 

 (6) What was the quantum of the compensation paid for those claims which have 
been finalised for each of the past five years. 

 (7) Have any claims for compensation involved a person who has received 
catastrophic injuries; if so, how many of these claims have been lodged for 
each of the past five years. 

 (8) What has been the quantum of claims made for persons who have received 
catastrophic injuries. 

 
 
 
 

 T Duncan 
 Clerk of the Legislative Assembly 

___________________________________ 
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GOVERNMENT TO RESPOND TO PETITIONS 

(in accordance with standing order 100) 

By 15 May 2011 

Cycling and walking projects—Funding priority—Minister for Territory and Municipal 
Services—Petition lodged by Mr Rattenbury (Pet 116). 

By 10 June 2011 

Monitoring of intolerance towards religious freedoms in the ACT—Chief Minister—Petition 
lodged by Mr Hargreaves (Pet 117). 

___________________________________ 

COMMITTEES 

Unless otherwise shown, appointed for the life of the Seventh Assembly.  The dates of the 
amendments to the committees’ resolution of appointment are reflected, but not changes in the 

membership. 

Standing 

Pursuant to standing order 

ADMINISTRATION AND PROCEDURE: (Formed 5 November 2008): The Speaker 
(Chair), Ms Bresnan, Mrs Dunne, Mr Hargreaves. 

Pursuant to resolution 

CLIMATE CHANGE, ENVIRONMENT AND WATER: (Formed 9 December 2008): 
Ms Hunter (Chair), Mr Hargreaves, Mr Seselja. 

EDUCATION, TRAINING AND YOUTH AFFAIRS: (Formed 9 December 2008): 
Ms Bresnan (Chair), Mr Hanson, Ms Porter. 

HEALTH, COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL SERVICES: (Formed 9 December 2008): 
Mr Doszpot (Chair), Ms Bresnan, Ms Porter. 

JUSTICE AND COMMUNITY SAFETY: (Formed 9 December 2008): Mrs Dunne (Chair), 
Mr Hargreaves, Ms Hunter. 

PLANNING, PUBLIC WORKS AND TERRITORY AND MUNICIPAL SERVICES: 
(Formed 9 December 2008): Ms Porter (Chair), Mr Coe, Ms Le Couteur. 
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PUBLIC ACCOUNTS: (Formed 9 December 2008): Ms Le Couteur (Chair), Mr Hargreaves, 
Mr Smyth. 

Select 

ESTIMATES 2011-2012: (Formed 10 March 2011): Mr Smyth (Chair), Mr Hanson, 
Mr Hargreaves, Ms Hunter, Ms Le Couteur. 

Dissolved 

CAMPAIGN ADVERTISING: (Formed 1 April 2009): Ms Burch (Chair), Mr Coe, 
Mr Rattenbury. (Presented 27 August 2009) 

ESTIMATES 2009-2010: (Formed 2 April 2009): Mr Seselja (Chair), Ms Bresnan, Ms Burch, 
Ms Le Couteur, Mr Smyth. (Presented 16 June 2009) 

ESTIMATES 2010-2011: (Formed 11 February 2010): Ms Hunter (Chair), Ms Bresnan, 
Mr Hargreaves, Mr Seselja, Mr Smyth. (Presented 22 June 2010) 

PRIVILEGES 2009: (Formed 16 June 2009): Ms Hunter (Chair), Mr Corbell, Mr Smyth. 
(Presented 27 August 2009) 

PRIVILEGES 2010: (Formed 23 February 2010): Ms Bresnan (Chair), Mr Barr, Mr Coe. 
(Presented 22 June 2010) 

_________________ 


